
Comments
Comment is always the MUST-HAVE feature for users to interact with others in every online community. By using the Comment app, users can attach an 
image, emojis/stickers,  picture preview on links, hide/unhide comments, preview on the embedded link... on top of normal comment with text. And many 
settings of Comments are available for you to customize its functions in AdminCP.

Feature List

Front End

Threaded comments:
Users can post a comment and reply to the existing comment also.
Attractive by experience in interactive threaded conversations.
Allow item owners to reply received comments immediately on the post.

Automatically tag the user that the user wants to reply to.
Users can tag friend/page/group that has a relation to this user.

Able to post comment/reply by pressing the Enter key.
Fix position of comments box at the bottom of comment session on each post.
Support View more comments.
Users can react to both comments and replies.
The ability for users to report both comments and replies.
Hide/Unhide comments and replies

Users can hide or unhide comments and its replies separately
When a comment is hidden, its replies will be hidden also.

Support Sticker and emotion
Users can add the sticker or emojis to comment and reply.
Admin can add new sticker set. Users can get or remove sticker sets as they want to use.
Newest & Updated smileys emotion set.
Support recent added stickers/emoji session.

Photo, link attachment 
Ability to attach photos and links in comments and replies
The ability for users to view photo directly by photo lightbox viewer.
Links attached to comments and replies detected with thumbnail, title, and description for users to preview.
Users can copy an image link, the app can detected image automatically and show as its Preview.

Edit/Delete comments
allow users to edit/delete their comments and replies
Edits to comments are visible to everyone who can see the comment.

Back End

Can set the default number of comments and replies will be shown.
Can configure settings for displaying comments.
Manage sticker and emotion sets
Have full right to edit/delete comments/replies.
Allow admin to approve/deny the pending comment.
Support many user group settings for Admin to modify permissions of certain user groups
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